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A short film by Gilbert GLOGOWSKI





SYNOPSIS

Julie and her cousin Sandrine have decided to meet in town for a rather special 
day of shopping, similar to wedding preparations. And although young women 
seem happy to meet again after all these years, the atmosphere is heavy. 
Admittedly Julie door to face the traces of an unequivocal hematoma.

ABOUT MAD LOVE

Domestic violence, psychological abuse, sexual assault, rape, harassment: 
according to a recent report by the European Fundamental Rights Agency (FRA), 
one in three women living in the European Union (33%), 62 million women, were 
victims of physical and / or sexual abuse since the age of 15.

«The survey conducted by the FRA shows that sexual physical violence and 
psychological against women constitute serious violations of human rights in all 
member states,» said in a statement Morten Kjaerum, director of FRA. «The vast 
extent of the problem indicates that violence against women affects not only 
the victims but affects every day society.»

The European Agency also wants countries consider domestic violence as an 
issue «requiring state intervention rather than a private matter» ...

Engaged for ten years in the fight against domestic violence, Gilbert Głogowski 
is working with associations in the implementation of prevention programs, he 
speaks regularly on radio, in newspapers and various blogs to fight against this 
scourge by information and awareness.

The short film JE T’AIME À LA FOLIE (MAD LOVE) is one that aims to stimulate 
questioning and debate. Beyond traditional distribution channels (TV and 
festivals), the film will be widely distributed in Europe in the context of debates 
projections, including November 25, International Day against Violence against 
Women. Since the establishment of the project’s Facebook page, dozens of 
testimonies of abused women reached the director of all social and cultural 
backgrounds.



Gilbert GLOGOWSKI
Director, writer, producer

A graduate of the INSAS, a native of Belgium, Gilbert Glogowski moved to 
France in the 80s Early in his career he is interested in directing, writing and 
image. He expresses his ideas through different artistic mediums such as 
photography, music, theater and film.

In 1999, he founded Euromovie, a multimedia creative agency, with which 
particular product in 2006 Legend of Ikema, a French-Japanese musical 
tale.

Since 2013, he devoted himself entirely to the development of MAD LOVE 
he could turn in August 2016. The film is the result of a commitment of 
more than fifteen years in the fight against domestic violence. A struggle 
that Gilbert Glogowski will continue to inform, raise awareness and to finally 
get things moving.

His first feature film on the subject is being written.



Jean-Luc VAN DAMME
Producer

After studying economics at Ixelles, Jean-Luc Van Damme began his career 
in 1983 as a set photographer for the company Dream Factory. He quickly 
rose through the ranks and became a production assistant and production 
manager.

In 1987, he founded Banana Films, his first production company that allows 
it to finance commercials, TV movies and feature films. He followed the 
project as executive producer for such films as Roselyne & Lions Jean-
Jacques Beineix, Les Enfants de salaud Tonie Marshall or HS Jean-Paul 
Lilienfeld.

Since the 2000s, it opens the English market and co-produced including 
Billie August’s Goodbye Bafana.

Today he manages the company Survive Films and decided to trust Gilbert 
Glogowski co-producing Mad Love.
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